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We are a family of wine producers with deep roots in the Piedmont 
region, a winery that has seen more one hundred grape harvests. 
The history behind Bava has always been interlaced with that of 

the land lying between Monferrato and the Langhe. 



Bava today
- Family owned: 4th, 5th and 6th generations
currently working side by side in the business.

- 110 harvests completed, winery started in 1911.

- 50 hectares of vineyards in Monferrato and 
Langhe.

- 30 hectares of wood, hazelnuts, meadow to 
preserve biodiversity.

- Three estates: Cocconato the historic family 
vineyards, Castiglione Falletto the only producer 
with cellar in the Scarrone Cru, Agliano farmhouse 
dedicated to NIZZA DOCG.

- Low environmental impact winery: tradition of 
sustainability (100% solar energy driven, 
recyclable materials, light weight glass bottles) 
and sustainable farming practices (natural 
fertilizers, zero chemical residuals, integrated pest 
control, net-zero carbon footprint ).

Giorgio - Export Manager, 1991
Roberto - Export Director, 1960

Francesca - Marketing Manager, 1988
Piero - President, 1931

Giulio - Cellar Director and winemaker, 1963
Paolo - Vineyard Director and winemaker, 1966



• We are a family of wine producers with deep roots 
in the Piedmont region, a winery that has seen one 
hundred and ten grape harvests. 

• The history of Bava has always been interlaced with 
that of the land lying between Monferrato and the 
Langhe.

• Piemonte is a region in North-West Italy – we have 
everything: mountains, hills and flat land.

Bava, Piemonte



The history of the Bava Family starts in Cocconato, a village that rises steeply up the hillsides
of the Monferrato Astigiano.

The Bava Family has grown grape vines in this territory since 1600 and in 1911 in the very
same area the family built their first wine cellar.

Since then, over 110 vintages have gone by, with six generations following one another. The
quest for excellence never ceased, and the best Bava Barberas are now renowned all over the
world.

Our history



The Bava family owns
vineyards in the area of 

Cocconato. 

Since 1600 

The entrepreneurial idea: 
Giuseppe Bava opens a 

restaurant and winery to 
welcome the railway

travellers

1911 1950s

After the turmoils of the two
Wars, the «Albergo della 

Stazione» is a real landmark
for people of Cocconato, 

and the wines produced are 
widely appreciated. Giulio 
Bava, with his horse-drawn
cart, distributes his wines

throughout Piedmont.

Piero extends distribution
to the rest of Italy and 

abroad. Bava wines, 
primarily barbera and 

nebbiolo, receive medals
and recognitions.

1960s -1970s 1980s

Roberto, Giulio and Paolo 
join the winery, bringing

new techniques and ideas: 
new white wines, barrique 

refining for Barberas, 
autochtonous grape

varieties. New vineyards
are planted in Castiglione 

Falletto.

New vineyards in Agliano 
Terme. Cultural projects: 
music and wines, Altar 

Wine, parnternship with 
artists.

1990s

In Cocconato since 1600



Our vineyards



Today, the family estate extends in Monferrato and Langa, with eighty hectares, whom fifty of 
vineyards, cultivated with the same awareness, care and attention of the olden times resulting
in a sustainable agriculture with a reduced environmental impact.
Walking along the Bava vineyards, you will notice the grass clippings and the prunings used as
natual fertilizers, the poles, all strictly made of wood coming from renewable forests or
grassing between vine rows, which not only helps prevent soil erosion, but also demonstrates
that no hebicides are used.

Our philosophy



• Solar panels on the rooftop provide 150% of the electricity
needed in the winery.

• Rainwater is collected and reused.

• Only natural corks seal Bava wines.

Bava is a low environmental impact winery with a 
tradition of sustainability:

…in the cellar

• The glass of Bava wine bottles is at least 80% recycled.

• Bava bottles weigh 500 grams or less, at least 20% less
than the average, saving in materials and CO₂ emissions
during transportation.

• Vegan friendly wines (self-certified).



• Twenty hectares of woods, the grass and the vines
themselves contribute to compensate the CO₂ emissions
due to wine making and transportation.

• Complete grass covering in vineyards with clover, oat
grass and barley for fighting soil erosion.

• Reuse of vine pruning, winery pressing and grass mowing
as natural fertilizers together with manure.

• Integrated pest control methods for a limited impact on
the environment.

• ZERO CHEMICAL RESIDUALS: as a consequence of our
low environmental impact approach in vineyard, our wines
show no chemical residuals of the treatments.

…in the vineyard



§“Wood is not an ingredient!” 

§Fermentation in 53 hl oak barrels for our red wines

§Every barrel is made on purpose for a specific Bava
wine by barrel maker using French oak

§Our white wines do not age in wood

§Highlight the best characteristics of Piemonte

§Careful selection of clones according to soil and terroir

§Native grape varieties

Wine Making



Barbera

ALBAROSSA
RUCHÉ

MOSCATO D’ASTI
ROSETTA
MALVASIA ROSÉ

LIBERA
PIANOALTO
STRADIVARIO

LANGHE NEBBIOLO
BAROLO SCARRONE
BAROLO.
BARBARESCO

Nebbiolo Rare 
Autoctones Aromatic

wines
Piemonte 
is white

THOU BIANC
RELAIS BIANC
GAVI



Barbera





There are many
Barbera.. 

But only one is
LIBERA



LIBERA
Barbera d’Asti Docg

Libera in Italian means free: free from the wood and from the 
conventions.

Libera is our young barbera, aged in stainless steel only, with 
all the power and aromas of the best barberas.

On the label: the wind vane on the roof of the Pianoalto
farmhouse.

Grape from the youngest vines at the Pianoalto estate in 
Agliano Terme.



GRAPE - ORIGIN: 
100% Barbera
Vineyard: young vines of Pianoalto
Altitude: 250 metres a.s.l.
Soil: limestone
Vine training technique: spurred cordon low 
spurred cordon and controlled grassing

VINIFICATION: 
Fermentation takes place in stainless steel tanks 
with manual punching down of the cap allowing 
a gentle extraction of tannins. LIBERA refines in 
bottle before being released for sale.

CHARACTER: 
Intense ruby red in colour, fragrant nose with 
scents of wild prune, black cherry jam, pepper. 
Dry but enveloping in the mouth with sweet 
notes of red fruits; balanced alcohol content and 
stunningly soft thanks to its reduced acidity.

LIBERA
Barbera d’Asti Docg

Our Pianoalto estate hosts wonderful
Barbera vineyards, gather around the 
farmhouse on the hill, overlooking the 
delightful village of Agliano and its thermal
springs in the valley. 

The vineyards on the hilltop are flat, and 
from the most recent vines originates
Libera, our Barbera d’Asti DOCG aged in 
bottle.

All wines produced in this farmhouse are 
prestigious and highly representative on 
the most classical area of Monferrato 
Astigiano, being the village in the Nizza 
area. 



PIANOALTO
NIZZA



PIANOALTO
Nizza Docg

Ages in wooden double-vat up to a period of eighteen 
months.

It is made from the oldest vines at the Pianoalto estate in 
Agliano Terme.

From the most vocated area for the barbera grape: excellent 
concentration of sugar and anthocyanins, sweet tannins, 

great aging potential.

On the label: the brick brise-soleil of the barn in the 
Pianoalto farmhouse.

Since vintage 2014 it is a NIZZA Docg!



GRAPE - ORIGIN: 
100% Barbera
Vineyard: old vineyards of Pianoalto
Altitude: 250 metres a.s.l.
Soil: limestone
Vine training technique: guyot with controlled 
grassing

VINIFICATION: 
Grapes are hand-picked and fermented in 53 hl 
wooden vats. Punching down and delestage
are used to achive the correct extraction of the 
components. Ageing in the custom made 1500 
litre wooden vats starts in the spring and lasts 
for 18 months followed by a long ageing in 
bottle before being released.

CHARACTER: 
The colour is an intense ruby red, almost 
purple, that testify its richness of anthocyanins. 
Its aroma has an intense and complex bouquet, 
particularly of a pulpy heart of fleshy and ripe 
currant and the spices like pepper and 
tobacco. Pianoalto is an armonic and soft wine; 
the wooden ageing gives it balance and 
maestosity –a wine with a great longevity.

PIANOALTO
Nizza Docg

Our Pianoalto estate hosts wonderful 
Barbera vineyards, gather around the 
farmhouse on the hill, overlooking the 
delightful village of Agliano and its thermal 
springs in the valley. 

Our Pianoalto is a Barbera d’Asti Superiore
that since 2014 boasts the appellation 
DOCG NIZZA, which is the best area for this 
great red. 

The importance of the soil and of the 
position resulting in the final reflections of 
the wine are at the origin of the cru of 
Pianoalto. The Piedmontese double-vat for 
the ageing enhances its original 
characteristics and its being very distinct.



STRADIVARIO
The modern

classic



STRADIVARIO
Barbera d’Asti Docg Superiore

Our signature Barbera since the 1980s!

The Barbera d’Asti Superiore from la Pieve, our vineyard in 
Cocconato.

A very elegant wine with a great aging potential.

On the label: Stradivari, the best violin in tribute to our 
passion for music.

Stradivario, with its great character, is only produced in the 
best vintages.



STRADIVARIO
Barbera d’Asti Docg Superiore

Stradivario, our Barbera Superiore, was 
born in our most important cru in 
Cocconato. 

Entirely facing south, Bricco della Pieve is 
an historical vineyard of Cocconato, old 
parish benefit, climbed on the slopes of a 
gentle hill, on where rises up the 
Romanesque little church called «Madonna 
della Neve». 

Here we have always grown our barbera
vineyard from which, since the ‘80s, we 
produce our most iconic wine, which has on 
the label the most famous violin, due to our 
passion for music.

Over the years Stradivario has proved to 
have a great longevity – a wine to taste 
today but to save for the years to come.

GRAPE - ORIGIN:
100% Barbera
Vineyard: Bricco della Pieve, in Cocconato
Altitude: 350 metres a.s.l.
Soil: limestone with surface marls 
Vine training technique: low spurred cordon 
and controlled grassing
Exposure: South

VINIFICATION:
The maceration is intense, with rising 
temperatures until the wine reaches the 
highest expression of its colour. After a slow 
and natural decanting process, the wine is 
trasferred into new barriques for 18 months 
and then bottled without being filtered to 
conserve its integrity.

CHARACTER:
Stradivario is a great wine, produced only in 
the best vintages. Full-bodied, intense ruby 
red in colour with purple hints and 
harmonious tannins. Black cherries, 
raspberries, candied apple, white pepper, 
prunes and blonde tobacco. Can be enjoyed 
after 5 years in the bottle



VIVA IN 
BOTTIGLIA

Viva la Barbera! 



From the historic vineyards of Cocconato (Asti)

Second fermentation takes place in bottle with the natural
residual sugar.

Sparkling, aged only in stainless steel tank and in  bottle.

Dégorgement à la glace, unfiltered.

VIVA IN BOTTIGLIA
Piemonte Doc Barbera Frizzante



VIVA IN BOTTIGLIA
Piemonte Doc Barbera Frizzante

Piedmont, especially in Monferrato area, is
one of the rare wine regions where was
created a culture, later became tradidion, of 
drinking lively red wines, quite full-bodied
but fresh and satisfying.

Produced with the same care reserved for 
still wines, they represent a different way of 
drinking red wine.
In our Barbera VIVA we combine the 
elegance of the bottle fermented wines
with the authentic tradition of Piedmont.

GRAPE:
100% Barbera 
Vineyard: historic vineyard of Cocconato
Altitude: 330 metres a.s.l
Soil: limestone with surface marls
Vine training technique: low spurred cordons
and controlled grassing
Exposure: South-East

VINIFICATION: 
After a short maceration, the wine is let to rest 
in stainless steel tanks until spring when it is 
bottled.
The second fermentation takes place in bottle 
with the natural residual sugar. Following the 
dégorgement, the bottle is sealed with cork.
Barbera VIVA is unfiltered.

TASTING NOTES:
Sparkling, it has a ruby red colour and a lively
foam. Fragrant perfume with numerous hints of 
red fruit. Sapid, bright, very fresh, full-bodied
and soft textured.



The Nebbiolos





LANGHE 
NEBBIOLO

In the heart of 
cru Scarrone



A Nebbiolo from the heart of the Barolo Docg area in 
Castiglione Falletto.

The grape come from a young vineyard in the Scarrone cru, 
and is vinified in the cellar of Scarrone farmhouse.

Fermented in wooden vats and then refined in stainless steel 
tanks

Launched in 2017, it’s our newest wine! 

LANGHE DOC NEBBIOLO



LANGHE NEBBIOLO
In the heart of the Scarrone cru

In the 80s we rebuilt the old farmhouse in 
Castiglione Falletto, the only one in the cru 
Scarrone, and dedicated its cellars to the 
production and refining of our Langhe Doc 
Nebbiolo and Barolo Docg wines.

The grape comes from our five hectares 
vineyard surrounding the farmhouse. The 
vines are supported in their growth by the 
orientation to South-East, that protect them 
from the wintry frost and the summer heat. 
The vines rise on a calcareous and clayey 
soil that creates wines balanced both in 
acidity and softness, in perfect Bava style.

GRAPE: 
100% Nebbiolo
Vineyard: Scarrone cru in Castiglione Falletto
Altitude: 300 meters a.s.l
Soil: white limestone and clay 
Vine training technique: Guyot
Exposure: South-East

VINIFICATION: 
The grapes are hand-picked in small baskets 
and the fermentation takes place in large 53 hl 
wooden vats. After fermentation is over the 
wine is poured into stainless steel tanks where 
it undergoes malolactic fermentation.
The wine is bottled in summer and is aged in 
bottle until the next spring.

WINE: 
The color of the wine is a ruby red, lively and 
pleasant. Its bouquet reminds of flowers and 
fruits, like small red fruits or violets, but it has 
also a spicy note. On the palate, the taste is 
elegant, full-bodied and savoury, characteristics 
due to its rounded tannins typical of 
Castiglione Falletto cru.



It’s Barolo.
It’s Bava.

BAROLO.



BAROLO. DOCG
del comune di Castiglione 
Falletto

We want our Barolo to taste simply like Barolo from 
Castiglione Falletto. Period!

We want our Barolo to express the true soul of Nebbiolo
without being influenced by trends of schools of thought.

Aged partly in 50hl barrels and partly into used barriques, 
for at least 3 years.

Marvelous bouquet reminding of spices, violet, cocoa, 
truffles.



BAROLO.
Barolo Docg di Castiglione Falletto

The soil is the soul of the terroir but the 
brain of the plant is in its roots. When 
looking at a plant all we can see is the less 
important part. The soil provides the energy 
and the climate the intensity but the brain 
of the plant is in its roots that are able to
create a great fruit through what the soil 
offers them. 

The combination of soil and Nebbiolo has 
made Castiglione Falletto the heart, not 
only geographically, of the production of 
Barolo. Here we have our farmhouse where 
we have always been producing our wine in 
the respect of its original identity and 
allowing the terroir to give the wine its own 
personal touch. 

Our Barolo simply wants to taste like Barolo 
from Castiglione Falletto. Period!

GRAPE - ORIGIN:
100% Nebbiolo
Vineyard: vineyards exclusively in the 
municipality of Castiglione Falletto
Altitude: 300 metres a.s.l.
Soil: white limestone and clay
Vine training technique: guyot
Exposure: South-East

VINIFICATION:
Fermentation with maceration lasts 15 days in 
the barrels, and malo-lactic fermentation right 
after to take advantage of the temperature and 
the reduced environment of the recently 
completed fermentation. At the end of the 
winter, in order to control its power, the wine is 
partly racked into 50hl barrels and partly into 
the old barriques where it will stay for three 
years. 

CHARACTER:
In the Nebbiolo the colour of the anthocyanins 
is easily released and remains delicate. 
However, Barolo, right from its first years of life, 
has a marvelous garnet red colour; the bouquet 
reminds of scents of spices, violet, cocoa, 
truffles. It is a great wine thanks to its 
remarkable tannins that soften with ageing.



BAROLO 
SCARRONE
The Cru



The Barolo of Castiglione Falletto 
Barolo wine comes from the village in the Langa
bearing the same name a few kilometres south of
Alba. It is now made in eleven municipalities, all
situated on the scenic Langa hills: Barolo, La Morra,
Monforte, Serralunga d’Alba, Castiglione Falletto,
Novello, Grinzane Cavour, Verduno, Diano d’Alba,
Cherasco and Roddi.



Scarrone, the Cru
The vine rise on a calcareous and clayey soil that creates a wine balanced both in acidity and
softness, in perfect Bava style.
We produce in Cascina Scarrone our Langhe Nebbiolo and our Barolo wines.

Hectares: 5 ha
Altitude: 230-350 a.s.l.
Aspect: South-East



Our old farmhouse is the only one in cru Scarrone.

From our vineyards in cru Scarrone, 
surrounding our old farmhouse.

Fermented in wooden vats specifically built for us with 
Fontainebleau oak.

Barolo Scarrone ages more than 
28 months in wood.

BAROLO DOCG SCARRONE



BAROLO SCARRONE
Barolo Docg Scarrone

Our farmhouse is in the middle of the 
vineyards of the cru Scarrone in Castiglione 
Falletto, in the heart of the Barolo docg
area. 

Here, we rebuilt in the 80s the old 
farmhouse, the only one in the cru Scarrone, 
and dedicated its cellars to the production 
and refining of our Barolo wines, with the 
majestic oak vats where the fermentation 
takes place. 

The vines are supported in their growth by 
the aspect that receives the morning sun, 
supporting a perfect maturation even in the 
warmest years. 

The long maceration of pure Nebbiolo 
grapes is an example of respect for the 
tradition and allows to obtain remarkably 
full-bodied and persistent wines.

GRAPE - ORIGIN: 
100% Nebbiolo
Vineyard: estate vineyard in the Scarrone cru in 
Castiglione Falletto
Altitude: 300 metres a.s.l.
Soil: white limestone and clay
Vine training technique: guyot
Exposure: South-East

VINIFICATION: 
Nicely ripened grapes fermented in large 53 hl 
wooden vats, long maceration and pump-over 
during the first period. After fermentation is 
over the wine is poured into stainless steel 
tanks where it rests 48 hours to let the gross 
lees deposit before returning in wooden vats 
where it is aged for  28 months.

CHARACTER: 
Ample and complex wine, very elegant with its 
distinct garnet colour and its scents of tobacco, 
rose and violet that continue to refine further 
over time. Enveloping palate with sweet 
tannins, typical of the Scarrone cru. 



BARBARESCO
Modern
sensuality



All the softness of the well-aged Nebbiolo with smooth 
tannins and scents of liquorice and violet.

Our Barbaresco is aged in young oak barrels and then in the 
bottle.

A soft and enveloping wine, able to combine the austere 
tones of the great Nebbiolo with more tenuous and elegant 

scents.

The cello on the label describes a wine that develops in oak 
to produce harmonious sensations with floral and spices 

notes.

BARBARESCO.
Docg



BARBARESCO.
Barbaresco Docg

For many years now we have been 
producting this small selection of 
Barbaresco, for a limited quantity of bottles. 

Ageing in wood, this wine develops 
harmonious sensations with floral and spicy 
notes and an intense colour.

We wanted a soft and enveloping wine, 
surely complex, but also able to combine 
the austere tones of the great Nebbiolo 
with more tenuous and elegant scents.

GRAPE - ORIGIN: 
100% Nebbiolo
Vineyard: vineyard in the village of Barbaresco 
Altitude: 290 metres a.s.l.
Soil: limestone with white tuff marlstone 
Vine training technique: guyot

VINIFICATION: 
Fermentation in steel vats with maceration 
period of two weeks followed by malo-lactic 
fermentation. Then it ages in oak tonneaux, in 
young oak barrels and in the bottle. 

CHARACTER: 
Nicely intense in colour with a garnet shade, an 
ample and ethereal bouquet, it expresses all 
the softness with smooth tannins and scents of 
liquorice and violet. 



The Rare Autoctones





A triumph of 
pepper and 

roses



Ruchè is the only dry aromatic wine in Piemonte, with a 
beautiful aroma of rose, violet, pepper.

Ruchè Bava was the first to be exported outside Italy, well 
before it was granted the DOC status (1987)

Ruchè is a rare autochthonous grape variety in Piemonte. It 
can only be produced in seven villages.

Ruchè was once considered by people from Castagnole
Monferrato village as the official wine for special occasions 

and offered to the beloved ones in the most beautiful 
moments of life.

RUCHE’ di Castagnole
Monferrato Docg



RUCHÉ.
Ruché di Castagnole Monferrato 
Docg

Ruchè is a aromatic autochthonous grape 
from Asti, grown over the centuries for a 
small production of sweet wines. 

Genetic analogies with Primitivo, Zinfandel 
and other wines were attribuited to it; 
although it shares with these wines an 
unusual aromatic heritage Ruchè is simply 
original and unique. 

Ruchè is simply original and unique. It is a 
fragrant, dry wine, with sweet and light 
tannins and moderate acidity and a good 
alcohol content. 

GRAPE – ORIGIN:
100% Ruché
Altitude: 200 metres a.s.l.
Soil: limestone
Vine training technique: single guyot

VINIFICATION:
A careful maceration allows a selective 
extraction of the tannins, giving balance to our 
wine. We try to preserve the grapes natural 
fragrancy avoiding ageing in wood and 
preferring the steel vats. 
After being bottled in the spring, it continues 
refining until it fully develops its powerful floral 
bouquet.

CHARACTER :
Aromatic with scents of rose and violet, it 
acquires distinct spicy notes of white pepper. 
The palate is balanced and soft, warm and 
persistent. Unusual and unmistakable it evolves 
over time becoming more and more refined up 
to five years after the harvest, while preserving 
the essence and the fragrance of the grape of 
origin.



The new grape
ROSINGANA.



From our vineyard La Pieve, in Cocconato, in the area 
traditionally called “Rosingana”.

Albarossa Rosingana combines the elegance of Nebbiolo 
and the freshness of Barbera.

Albarossa is a rare grape variety from Piemonte, crossbreed 
of Nebbiolo for Barbera, “discovered” in 1938 by Professor 

Giovanni Dalmasso.

A well structured wine that matches well with brown stock or 
truffle risotto, as well as red meats and cheese.

ROSINGANA
Piemonte Doc Albarossa



ROSINGANA.
Piemonte Doc Albarossa

Crossbreeding the Nebbiolo di Dronero for 
Barbera created in 1938 Professor Giovanni 
Dalmasso got pleasantly satisfied with the 
results that he decided to go on with his 
research.

The grape born from this research was call 
with the romantic name of Albarossa. 

We decided to confide in this grape variety 
and since 2008 we produce this intense and 
fruity wine in our Rosingana vineyard.

Rosingana is the half-hill that, from the 
Pieve farm of Cocconato, gently slopes to 
the fields of Marcellina. The vineyards are 
warm, facing south-west, with limestoned
fertile soils that yield the most deep, 
coloured and structured wines of our winery.

GRAPE - ORIGIN:
Albarossa 100%
Vineyard: Rosingana, in Cocconato
Altitude: 350 metres a.s.l.
Soil: clay and limestone
Vine training technique: low spurred cordon 
with grassing
Exposure: South-West

VINIFICATION: 
From fully riped grapes, the fermentation of 
this wine lasts about ten days. The wine is left 
resting within steel vats with periodic transfers 
and bottled only one year after the harvest. 
Care and attention during the vinification are 
fundamental to control its strength and 
exuberance and avoid harsh tannins.

CHARACTER:
Its main characteristic is the gorgeous red 
colour, dark and intense, fresh and fruity nose 
with scents of red fruit compote. It is a well 
structured and pulpy wine; its tannins are silky
and the alcohol content enhances its 
sweetness.









Thou is the Piedmontese name for white tufa, the white soil. 
Read it “2 bianc”

It comes from our estate La Pieve in Cocconato, at an 
altitude of 350 mt. above the sea level.

After 200 years, Chardonnay in Piemonte is now a new 
tradition.

In La Pieve the white soil, more commonly dedicated to the 
red varieties, proved to be very suitable for white grapes as 

well.

THOU BIANC
Piemonte Doc Chardonnay



THOU BIANC
Piemonte Doc Chardonnay

At Cocconato, the large clay and yellow 
sand beds present in the province of Asti, 
alternate to beds of chalk and limestone 
with white and soft marls – called in 
Piedmontese dialect Thou Bianc, white tuff 
– that break up in the sun giving the soil a 
light colour. 

These soils are traditionally saved for red 
grapes vineyards because they yield strong 
yet elegant wines.
So it was a surprise to discover that here the 
white wines become savoury, intense, 
scented and long-lasting. 

In the land eastern of the Pieve Farmhouse 
we grow a Chardonnay fruit of the italian
varietal research.

GRAPE - ORIGIN:
100% Chardonnay 
Vineyard: Fronte vineyard, Bricco della Pieve, 
Cocconato
Altitude: 350 metres a.s.l.
Soil: limestone with white marls, white tuff
Vine training technique: low spurred cordon
Exposure: East

VINIFICATION:
The grapes are gently pressed and 
fermentation takes place in temperature 
controlled stainless steel tanks at 18°C. The 
wine ages “sur lie” for six months before 
bottling.

CHARACTER:
Thou Bianc shows all of the character of the 
terroir: straw yellow in colour with green 
reflections turning golden over the years.
In the nose, it is recognaizable for its bouquet 
of orange blossoms, acacuia, linden, banana 
and honey. 
The palate is dry, fine and mineral, with a 
pleasant sweetness and a gentle acidity.





RELAIS BIANC
Piemonte Doc Sauvignon

This beautiful Sauvignon better expresses his character at 
least two years after bottling.

The palate is creamy and fresh thanks to the balanced 
acidity.

The Relais Bianc is aged “sur lie” (French for on lees, 
without racking) for ten months in steel vats.

As for our Thou Bianc, our Relais Bianc comes from the 
white soil of Cocconato.



RELAIS BIANC
Piemonte Doc Sauvignon

After twenty year of experience in the 
Chardonnay platation in the white soil of 
Cocconato, we wanted to deal with another 
white wine, with interesting results.

These soils are traditionally saved for red 
grapes vineyards because they yield strong 
yet elegant wines. So it was a surprise to 
discover that here the white wines become 
savoury, intense, scented and long-lasting. 

In the land of the Pieve Farmhouse we grow 
since many years this international grapes 
that adapted well to the chalk soils of this 
area.

GRAPE – ORIGIN: 
Sauvignon Blanc
Vineyard: Cascina della Pieve, Cocconato
Altitude: 350 metres a.s.l. 
Soil: limestone with white marls
Vine training technique: low spurred cordon
Exposure: West

VINIFICATION:
Our Sauvignon fermentation is preceeded by a 
soft pressing, then we let the must get crystal 
clear for a night at cold temperatures before 
starting the fermentation. The wine is aged 
“sur lie” for ten months in steel vats before 
bottling.

CHARACTER:
This Sauvignon fully shows the character of its 
terroir in the nose and mouth; with its scents of 
apricot, pineapple, rosewood, gooseberries, 
iris, fresh mint and citrus peel. The palate is 
creamy and fresh thanks to the balanced acidity 
and savouriness typical of the terroir of origin. 
Does not age in wood.



COR DE 
CHASSE

the Gavi



COR DE CHASSE
Gavi del Comune di Gavi Docg

Gavi is the flagship of Piedmont whites, certainly the best 
known after Moscato.

The Gavi of this terroir is a wine that makes noble Cortese 
grapes; the grapes, in an elegant and delicate way, 

develope intense varietal fragrances. 

The wine is aged «sur lie» (French for «on lees», without 
racking) until the new year when it is bottled.

The english horn on the label is a fitting symbol for the 
nobility of its sound, and the fresh, lively tone that only wind 

instruments can produce.



COR DE CHASSE
Gavi del Comune di Gavi Docg

Certainly the best known piedmontese
white wine after Moscato, Gavi from the 
township of Gavi is renowned as a classic 
elegant white that provides a fresh 
accompaniment to a wide range of 
international dishes. 

We have made this wine for over 50 years
and we continue to produce it because it 
balances the range of piedmontese wines 
with its diversity. An excellent white varietal 
that transcends the stereotypes of 
international whites.

The english horn on the label is a fitting 
symbol for the nobility of its sound, elegant 
and persistent, and the fresh, lively tone 
that only wind instruments can produce.

GRAPE - ORIGIN:
Cortese grapes of the Commune of Gavi 
Vineyard: Lomellina
Altitude: 300 metres a.s.l.
Soil: clay, marls, rich in minerals
Vine training technique: guyot

VINIFICATION:
Gentle pressing of the grapes is followed by 
cold racking of the must and fermentation in 
steel vats. The wine is aged «sur lie» (French for 
«on lees», without racking) until the new year 
when it is bottled.

CHARACTER:
The Gavi of this terroir is a wine that makes 
noble Cortese grapes; the grapes, in an 
elegant and delicate way, develope intense 
varietal fragrances. 
Straw yellow in colour with green reflections 
turning golden over the years. The palate is 
dry, fresh and harmonious, medium-bodied, 
soft and captivating.



Aromatic wines





It’s not enough
to be sweet



MOSCATO D’ASTI DOCG

Moscato d’Asti Bava is grown in the production area of Alta 
Langa.

The tiny bubbles balance out the sweetness and underscore 
its elegance.

Strongly aromatic Moscato, with an explosive bouquet of 
flowers and fruit. 

Moscato d’Asti Bava is also a perfect ingredient for 
refreshing cocktails or even for sorbets



MOSCATO D'ASTI.
DOCG

Our Moscato is grown in the production 
area of Alta Langa, vineyards at a higher 
altitude on cooler hills with good 
atmosfheric temperature range promoting 
the creation of terpenes and aromas.

Moscato D’Asti DOCG Bava maintains the 
original grape aroma fragrant and intact. 
Great to finish a meal, it pairs elegantly with 
a dessert; its low alcohol content makes it a 
delicious natural drink to be consumed 
nicely chilled on any occasion.

The richness in sugar, the low alcohol 
content and the intense aromatic fragrance 
make it the best ingredient for a refreshing 
sorbet.

GRAPE - ORIGIN: 
100% Canelli White Moscato
Altitude: over 250 metres a.s.l.
Soil: limestone
Vine training technique: guyot

VINIFICATION: 
For this Moscato, like for our reserve wines, the 
grapes are picked, arranged in cases and 
pressed fresh. 
The aromatic free-run must is then let to decant 
naturally at cold temperatures and stored until 
re-fermentation, that is done in steel vats.

CHARACTER:
Strongly aromatic with an explosive bouquet of 
flowers and fruit. The palate is intense, sweet 
and persistent with balanced acidity. The little 
bubbles harmoniously match its sweetness and 
complete its elegance by bringing in the glass 
the essence and the fragrance of the grapes of 
origin.



ROSETTA
Love is in the 

bottle



Rosetta is produced with Malvasia di Schierano grape grown 
in the area of Castelnuovo don Bosco.

Rosetta is a lively wine, sweet and aromatic with intense 
notes of rose

Malvasia of Schierano is unique and different from all the 
others Malvasias: as soon as you walk through the vineyards 
when the red grapes are nicely ripe, you will feel enveloped 

by a pleasant scent of fresh roses.

Perfect on festive occasions and with dessert, fruit cakes, 
pies and friandises.

ROSETTA
Malvasia di Castelnuovo
Don Bosco - Doc



ROSETTA
Malvasia di Castelnuovo Don Bosco 
Doc

Rosetta is the true daughter of Piedmont 
where, according to tradition and not a 
trend, sweet wines have a low alcohol 
content (5,5% vol.), light bubbles and a rich 
nose. 

For those who don’t know it yet, Rosetta is 
a pleasant surprise: a lively wine, so sweet 
and aromatic with intense notes of rose, you 
will love it right from the start. It is ideal for 
special occasions and to finish a meal with 
fruit cakes and sweets. 

On the label is the rosa canina (dog rose) 
that describes its primary aroma better than 
anything else.

GRAPE - ORIGIN:
100% Malvasia of Schierano
Vineyard: Albugnano, Pino d’Asti and 
Castelnuovo 
Altitude: 300 metres a.s.l.
Soil: white limestone with large beds of yellow
sand with sea fossils and surface chalk
Vine training technique: guyot

VINIFICATION:
The vinification starts with cold maceration for 
two days of the freshly pressed grape juice 
before it is put in the wine press: the free-run 
has therefore right from the start its strong 
fragrance and nice colour. After being 
decanted, the must is kept in steel vats at low 
temperatures until fermentation, which can 
take place up to a few months after the harvest. 

CHARACTER:
Cherry red in colour with a little crown. 
Bouquet of wild rose and strawberries, sweet 
and balanced while the tannins are just slightly 
perceptible leaving intact the plaesentness of 
the wine. 
Natural and lively with a balanced palate.



MALVASIA

di Castelnuovo
Don Bosco



Made with 100% Malvasia di Schierano grape grown in the 
area of Castelnuovo don Bosco.

We started making Malvasia Spumante in the 1970s

Sparkling wine making process in steel vats 
(Italian method).

Perfect on festive occasions and with dessert, fruit cakes, 
pies and friandises.

intense and rich bouquet of rose and strawberries, palate 
pleasantly sweet, creamy and balanced surface with light 

tannins that provide a pleasant finish.

MALVASIA 
di Castelnuovo Don Bosco Doc
Spumante Dolce



MALVASIA 
DI CASTELNUOVO DON 
BOSCO 
Rosé - Spumante Doc

The grape of origin of this delicate sparkling 
wine is Malvasia of Schierano; small 
bunches with red aromatic grapes, 
produced in few Northern municipalities of 
the province of Asti. 

For more than 60 years the Bava Family has 
worked with the local winegrowers to 
successfully produce these grapes. A great 
DOC wine, it is the ideal ingredient for 
refreshing long drinks and fine cocktails. 

The Malvasia Rosé Bava, produced like a 
sparkling wine at the end of the 70s, 
generated in Italy a trend of sweet, 
aromatic, rosé spumanti (sparkling wines). 
This bottles is today an icon on the shelves 
of the best wine shops.

GRAPE - ORIGIN: 
100% Malvasia of Schierano
Vineyard: run at Albugnano, Pino d’Asti and 
Castelnuovo
Altitude: 300 metres a.s.l.
Soil: white limestone with large beds of yellow sand 
with sea fossils and surface chalk
Vine training technique: guyot

VINIFICATION: 
The vinification starts with cold maceration for two 
days of the freshly pressed grape juice before it is 
put in the wine press: the free-run has therefore 
right from the start its strong fragrance and nice 
colour. After being decanted, the must is kept in 
steel vats at low temperatures until 
spumantizzazione (sparkling wine production 
process), done according to the Italian method in 
steel vats.

CHARACTER:
Claret cerasuolo rose in colour, it is a rosé wine; 
intense and rich bouquet of rose and strawberries, 
palate pleasantly sweet, creamy and balanced 
surface with light tannins that provide a pleasant 
finish.



BAVA SUMMER WINES



Visits and Tastings



The best way to know our history and our wines is to visit
our winery in Cocconato d’Asti.
Here we offer different kind of visits and tasting
esperiences.

In our wine shop you can find all Bava wines, included
some historical vintages.

Winery Tour



We invite you to discover the world behind Bava wines by
personalizing your own visit chosing among different kind
of cultural and gastronomic activities.

During the visit you can chose to include to visit a local
cheese producer, daily tour of our hills or the possibility to
have traditional lunch accompanied by Bava wines.

OUR TOURS



Fun!
MUSIC COLORS



Special Projects



Latest awards and reviews
COMPETITION WINE VINTAGE MEDAL

BACCHUS
2018

BAROLO.
Castiglione Falletto 2010 90

WINE ENTHUSIAST
2018

PIANOALTO 
Nizza 2015 92

WINE ENTHUSIAST
2018

STRADIVARIO 
Barbera d’Asti Superiore 2014 91

JAMES SUCKLING
2019

BAROLO SCARRONE 
Cru Scarrone, Castiglione 

Falletto
2015 92

WINE ENTHUSIAST
2019

LIBERA
Barbera d’Asti 2016 90

BEREBENE 2022 DEL 
GAMBERO ROSSO

LIBERA
Barbera d’Asti 2019 PRICE QUALITY 

AWARD

DECANTER WORLD WINE 
AWARDS

2021

PIANOALTO 
Nizza 2016 90

DECANTER WORLD WINE 
AWARDS

2021

LIBERA
Barbera d’Asti 2019 92





ALTESERRE 
Monferrato Doc bianco

Alteserre was created over twenty years 
ago to prove that a region famous for its 
reds can also produce a white wine of true 
stature, both fascinating and modern in 
character. It is a well-bred wine, reliable 
and elegant. 
Its refinement has stood the test of time, 
with an allure worthy of a grand Cru, and 
provides the ideal accompaniment for 
dishes of international haute cuisine.

Today, Alteserre is a proven success and 
no one is any longer surprised to see a 
white that is aged several years and 
available in various vintages and in 
magnum bottles, for vertical tastings, as if 
it was a Barolo or a Barbera Superiore.

GRAPE - ORIGIN: 
Two strains, Cortese and Chardonnay, 
from our vineyards in our estate in 
Cocconato d’Asti., the highest hill of 
the Monferrato area.

VINIFICATION: 
The Chardonnay is fermented in wood 
for ten months, while the Cortese is 
fermented and aged strictly in steel 
vats, to reinforce its freshness: once 
blended and bottled, they are aged for 
a prolonged period.

CHARACTER: 
Bright straw yellow; smooth, rich taste 
with a slight very chic woody note that 
reinforces its impressive longevity.



Concept Dinners 
are memorable events 
where star chefs, 
master sommeliers, 
journalists, and passionate guests
Meets to discover that
Piedmontese wines 
are a rainbow of flavors in wine. 

Bava is the brand to look for 
the pleasure of discovering.



@bavawinery
www.bava.com

http://www.bava.com/it/

